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Letra y acordes de Perdoname
 
(Letra y mÃºsica de A.Chal?)
RE#m9= D#m9,     SOL#m7= G#m7 
Intro 
RE#m9  SOL#m7  RE#m9   SOL#m7 
 
                       RE#m9 
PerdÃ³name, perdona perdÃ³name 
                       SOL#m7 
PerdÃ³name, perdona perdÃ³name 
                               RE#m9  
I was goin  with the flow, you were into it 
                              SOL#m7 
We might have said some words that we didn t mean. 
 
                       RE#m9 
PerdÃ³name, perdona perdÃ³name 
                       SOL#m7 
PerdÃ³name, perdona perdÃ³name 
                               RE#m9  
I gotta handle some things, I ll be back again 
                             SOL#m7 
But now I gotta go though, perdÃ³name. 
 
              RE#m9 
You ve been waitin  all night, said I d call back 
SOL#m7 
In the plane but not on my way back 
RE#m9 
Spent about a week in New York, yeah 
   SOL#m7 
I wish I could tell you, but I can t, no 
                      RE#m9 
You say you high and you naked 
                              SOL#m7 
Waiting for me don t think I ma make it 
                         RE#m9 
Just got another text, I m tryin  to erase it 
                             SOL#m7 
All this lyin , don t know how long I ll take it. 
 
                       RE#m9 
PerdÃ³name, perdona perdÃ³name 
                       SOL#m7 



PerdÃ³name, perdona perdÃ³name 
                               RE#m9  
I was goin  with the flow, you were into it 
                              SOL#m7 
We might have said some words that we didn t mean. 
 
                       RE#m9 
PerdÃ³name, perdona perdÃ³name 
                       SOL#m7 
PerdÃ³name, perdona perdÃ³name 
                                  RE#m9  
I gotta handle some things, I ll be back again 
                             SOL#m7 
But now I gotta go though, perdÃ³name. 
 
RE#m9 
Saw you in the car with someone else 
   SOL#m7 
I pulled right in front then I got out 
  RE#m9 
Knockin  on the window, tell him come out 
 SOL#m7 
She yellin ,  Ayy you gotta calm down  
                           RE#m9 
I know I m actin  out, girl, but fuck it 
                                 SOL#m7 
You with him  cause I ain t around when you want me 
                                  RE#m9 
I didn t tell you how I felt, I was frontin  
                  SOL#m7 
Yeah you know I was frontin . 
 
                       RE#m9 
PerdÃ³name, perdona perdÃ³name 
                       SOL#m7 
PerdÃ³name, perdona perdÃ³name 
                               RE#m9  
I was goin  with the flow, you were into it 
                              SOL#m7 
We might have said some words that we didn t mean. 
 
                       RE#m9 
PerdÃ³name, perdona perdÃ³name 
                       SOL#m7 
PerdÃ³name, perdona perdÃ³name 
                               RE#m9  
I gotta handle some things, I ll be back again 
                           SOL#m7 
But now I gotta go though, perdÃ³name. 
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